Jenne and NETGEAR provide you and your customers with a wide range of innovative networking solutions for small to medium-sized businesses without the cost and complexity of big IT. NETGEAR delivers solutions you and your customers can count on, so you can spend more time on what matters most – growing your business.

**Insight Cloud Management**
NETGEAR Insight management helps you and your business save time, gain peace of mind and visibility. Shorten device setup and configuration time with Insight’s capability to easily discover and setup NETGEAR Insight Managed devices. Gain peace of mind with real-time Wi-Fi activity status, downtime notifications and firmware upgrades. All Insight managed networks and devices are available on one single pane of glass on both the web cloud portal and mobile app to increase visibility.

**Insight Services**
NETGEAR Insight is your gateway to easy networking and advanced services. Whether it’s Instant VPN, Instant Captive Portal, Instant Mesh or Instant WiFi, get the most of your network in the simplest and fastest way.

- Secure your business easily and seamlessly
- Expand your Wi-Fi without cables
- Optimize Wi-Fi coverage automatically

**AV over IP**
NETGEAR’s ProAV solutions are engineered specifically for AV over IP with an unmatched ease of use, reliability, and cost savings that benefit all networked AV solutions. NETGEAR’s commitment to AV over IP includes a range of products and dedicated support services. Their M4300 and M4500 series of high-performance, flexible switches are engineered for AV over IP.

- Zero-touch installation
- Rapid deployment
- Easily expandable
- High reliability
- Dedicated engineering services
- Next business day replacement
5-Speed/Multi-Gig

NETGEAR has you covered with a uniquely comprehensive portfolio of highly flexible and scalable full Multi-Gigabit switches that fit every business need. From 5 to 8 ports, featuring both copper and fiber options, desktop and rackmount, NETGEAR is unrivalled in the choices it offers business customers looking for Multi-Gig switching.

Revolutionary 5-speed Multi-Gigabit technology built in the NETGEAR multi-speed switches allows your devices to speed past the Gigabit barrier.

Tri-band Wi-Fi

Orbi Pro covers your entire business with consistent Wi-Fi so your customers and employees can have stable internet access without downtime. No more struggling with dead zones and spotty Wi-Fi.

• Full Wi-Fi coverage  
• Fast and simple installation  
• Secure Wi-Fi access for your customers  
• Extend your Wi-Fi ranger further than before

10 Gigabit Switching

Take advantage of cost-effective 10GbE switching solutions to support high-speed networking requirements. NETGEAR is the first networking provider to deliver 10-Gigabit copper (10GBASE-T) switching solutions spanning the Smart Managed Plus, Smart Managed Pro, and Fully Managed categories.

• Leverage existing copper cabling investments  
• Workgroup aggregation, network backbone, top of rack deployment capabilities  
• Cost-effective support for virtualized environments

Power-over-Ethernet (PoE)

Power over Ethernet (PoE) provides power and network connectivity for PoE-powered devices over a single network cable. It's a 2 in 1 solution, so you don't have to worry about placing your devices next to a power outlet. PoE devices range from wireless access points, IP cameras, VoIP phones, PoE LED lighting, PoE speakers to IoT doorbells and other IoT devices. These devices are powered and in some cases manageable by our PoE switches.

• Lower infrastructure and installation costs  
• No need for electricians  
• Overcomes hard to wire environments  
• Centralized control  
• Extends wired and wireless network reach  
• Increased reliability
Work from Home
As the capability to work remotely has become increasingly critical, NETGEAR Business has you covered with innovative technology and products designed to help you stay productive when working from home while providing a consistent user experience with a reliable Wi-Fi connection. In the modern workplace, remote work is here to stay and your customers are interested in solutions that help them maintain an effective workforce.

Wi-Fi 6
Customers and staff demand more. Wi-Fi 6 takes that challenge head on, delivering the fastest, most reliable connection to all of your customer’s devices, giving their business more freedom than ever before. Wi-Fi 6 provides your customer’s business with unrivalled capacity, speed and efficiency.

About Jenne
Jenne, Inc., is a leading U.S. based value-added distributor of technology products and solutions focusing on unified communications and collaboration, data networking, video conferencing, physical security, the Internet of Things (IOT), and the cloud, including equipment and software for the Enterprise and SMB markets.

The Jenne Team is Available to Help You
- Jenne offers same-day shipping from Jenne’s on-hand, in-stock inventory on orders placed before 7 p.m. ET.
- Jenne’s NETGEAR Business Development Specialist is 100% committed to assist with all of your NETGEAR needs, including product selection, programs, and special price requests.
- Jenne’s Inside Sales Team members are knowledgeable on the complete line of NETGEAR products and are available to answer questions and to help place your order.
- Jenne’s Territory Business Development Directors introduce new technology and industry best practices that contribute to a partner’s business plan development and execution.
- Jenne’s Total One-Stop Sourcing provides Value Added Resellers (VARs) with a single source for all the products they need to be successful at the lowest total cost.
- Jenne’s order fill rate is an industry-leading 99.98 percent.
- Jenne’s on-time shipments are 99.89 percent.
- Jenne University offers state-of-the-art training facilities, webinar instruction and regional training across the country.

About NETGEAR
NETGEAR® has been a worldwide provider of technologically advanced, branded networking products since 1996. Their mission is to be the preferred customer-driven provider of innovative networking solutions for small businesses and homes. For businesses, NETGEAR provides networking and storage solutions without the cost and complexity of big IT. The company also supplies top service providers with retail-proven, mobile broadband solutions for their customers on the go. NETGEAR products are built on a variety of proven technologies such as wireless, Ethernet and Powerline, with a focus on reliability and ease-of-use.
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